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General 4 Badger Pulling Team 
The members of the Badger Pulling Team bring their engineering skills to the farm to design 
a competitive pulling tractor. 
By Kate Slattery 

6 Women in engineering 
Women have historically represented only a fraction of engineers, but new opportunities and 
progressing attitudes are changing that. 
By Vindhya Venkatraman 

8 Center for Quick Response Manufacturing 
How the center for Quick Response Manufacturing is helping businesses across the country improve 
their production methods. 
By Lori Bierman 

=) 11 The Wisconsin Institutes for Discovery 
Set to open December 2, the facility welcomes both publicly and privately funded projects. 
Read about three areas of research that will be housed at this new state-of-the-art building. 
Introduction by Kelsey Coleman 

1 Health Care in 3D by Andrew Golden 
= Unzipping the Genes by Christopher Aberg 

aan tt | The Art of Optimization by Christina Wallhausser 

cen ie ay | 16 Solar thermal energy 
ne I Pes nh a Why hasn’t solar energy been able to provide the amount of clean electricity we all expected? 

mis DiSCovEny "> ‘ Ne By Alexandra Beletic and Joe Powell 

Full speed ahead? 
18 With $810 million set aside for a Madison-Milwaukee high speed rail route, the details of a drawn-out 

idea have yet to accelerate. 
Cover photo by: By David Bierman and Doraisingam Tamilwanan 

Brian Mogen . . 
g 20 Behind the scenes at UW-Madison 

Facilities Planning and Management employees speak about the challenges and rewards of 
keeping campus beautiful. 
By Rachel Feil 

22 Teaching by the book 
Michael Plesha, professor of engineering physics, discusses the textbooks he’s authored, his 

research at UW-Madison and why students should be in no rush to get out of college. 
By Ellyn Underwood 

Commentary 10 Editorial: More than just a resume filler 
By Lauren Kern 

15 Political crossings of the Wisconsin high-speed rail 
By The Wisconsin Engineer Staff 

24 Just one more 
By The Wisconsin Engineer Staff 
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etter from the editors 

r he midterm election campaigns scope of the use of solar energy is being JJ 

earlier this fall relied heavily on realized and the findings are not nec- } veg 

the slogan of “change.” It was the _essarily what the popular media may ee as See ; 

central idea of the democratic campaign _ portray (see p 16). : 
during the 2008 presidential election r 
and since then the buzzword-continues “4 big change that hitsa.loticloser to “ay a ? 

to resurface. This November in Wiscon- ome is the grand opening of the Wis- wf ew fe 
sin, the word seems to hold an especially consin Institutes for Discovery (WID) . 7 a rT) 
significant value for our campus. on December 2. The institutes, that i A 

compose far more than just another re- (4 | 

The high-speed rail, the Solar Energy search lab at UW-Madison, are about to ) 

Lab (SEL) and the Wisconsin Institutes make engineering campus feel a lot less a 

for Discovery (WID) and are just three _ secluded (see p 11). The one of a kind by 

ways in which the state is trying to research facility has high hopes for at- 

move forward. However, there is much _ tracting a new demographic of visitors | 

debate among politicians as to whether to campus from children on class field | 

a high-speed rail would offer econom- trips to world-renowned scientists. | 

ic and environmental benefits to our And, who knows, maybe a liberal arts 

state. Because of the controversy, we student or two will cross Charter Street A | 

have not seen progress from the $810 to stop by and check it out. 

million allotted for the project (see p 15 ' oe . Garp Cia, 

and 16). At least Wisconsin will always The unique public-private partnership 
have tractors (see p 4). of WID was designed to maximize the 

benefits of collaboration. We believe 

In the true fashion of Wisconsin’s “for- this issue’s content echoes the impor- 

ward” motto, SEL at UW-Madison pio- _ tance of diversity and teamwork. With 

neered solar energy research by becom- the grand opening of a facility devel- 

ing the first lab devoted to the topic in _ oped in the name of collaboration, we 

the United States. Thanks to the work maintain hope for the forward move- 

done here at UW-Madison, the realistic ment of Wisconsin. je 

BE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AM: -cesiugsssine sg | ) & 
; BAY Via ( eT), 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISsoN "AY WISCONSIN CY ae 
a QI MADISON was 
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here is something about being a port, team presentations, static design Team Members 
student at UW-Madison that brings judging and the performance of the trac- ~———OC~S 
out an innate passion for Midwest- tor. The students are given a set of tires Steve Anderson 

ern farming. Whether it is an apprecia- and an engine, but it is their responsibil- Kjell Bakke 

tion for Babcock ice cream, a strange en- _ ity to design everything else including the : 
joyment of the earthy livestock smell by _ frame, drive train, hitch, clutch and weight Dave Bartling 
the lakeshore dorms or a lifelong goal to brakes. The tractor is about the size and Tim Blahnik 
milk a cow, many people take an interest shape of a typical lawn and garden trac- 5 Burbach 
in Madison’s agricultural roots. The Bad- tor. Additionally, it must be less than 850 teve DUrDaG 
ger Pulling Team has taken this affection pounds and be able to pull a progressive | Alex Earhart 
to the next level, though, and works ever resistance sled. : 

: 8 2 Chris Hargot 
year to design a tractor that competes in 
the annual American Society of Agricul- The Badger Pulling Team is comprised of Jack Hinze 
tural and Biological Engineers Interna- two smaller teams, the A-team, which de- Christopher Jakins 
tional Quarter Scale Tractor Competition. signs and creates a new tractor each year, 

and the X-team, which improves on the Jesse Kanehl 
University Pulling Teams around the previous year’s design. In addition to de- Nick Kingsbury 
country are given a chance to gain real _ signing the tractor, it is also the students’ 
world experience with the concepts they responsibility to find local and national Carl Magnusson 
are learning in their engineering classes, companies that will sponsor the team. Brandon Nigon 

while also making contacts with profes- ; F 
a : : : k : e 4 Justin Orrick 
sional engineers and enhancing their We interviewed Chris Hargot, the X-team 
teamwork skills. The competition is com- leader for the 2009-2010 season and this Evan Price 
prised of four parts: a written design re- year’s A-team leader. Bryan Rowntree 

r Lauren Runge 

f Jake Standal 
Ce . 

‘ rol nN Kyle Wilke 

ies Od = 4 . Jake Zimmerman 
i PG * 7 

AY Tom Zwald 

| Ps . r Bryan Zweifel 

cE x Kevin Zwieg 

em e iy J 

ee * ‘ea. me ion Advisors 
P Harold Bohne 

- ; 
a8 : Dr. David Bohnhoff 

FJ Bradley Brooks 

— (>. << —_— Larry Gruenberger 
7 b : + 

eel en Dr. Kevin Shinners 

SS 
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WE: Who makes up the Badger Pulling WE: How did the team do in the 2010 com- petition shape. The competition has very 

Team? petition this past June? stringent rules and regulations, so there is 
an incredible amount of work necessary to 

Hargot: This year the team has 17 mem- Hargot: We placed 8th overall in the A- comply. The technical inspection portion of 
bers, who are undergraduates in Biological team competition and 6th overall in the X- _ the competition can be a very long, drawn out 

Systems Engineering, Mechanical Engi- team portion. We are always a very visible _ process if the team and tractors are not pre- 

neering, Dairy Science and Horticulture. team; our tractors are usually very innova- pared. We have a very seasoned team, so the 

We also have several advisors, including Dr. _ tive and we try to have a lot of fun. competition usually goes very smoothly. Ww 
Kevin Shinners and Dr. David Bohnhoff, 

design advisors; Bradley Brooks, the team WE: Are there any new rules for this year’s 

faculty advisor; Harold Bohne, an instru- competition? Article by: Kate Slattery 

mentation specialist and Larry Gruenberg- Design by: Kate Slattery 

er, our contact with Briggs and Stratton. Hargot: This year’s competition will take Ph hy by: Adam Di 
place in Peoria, Illinois in June 2011. There jotography by: Adam Dircz 

WE: What goes on at your meetings? have been some major configuration chang- 

es to the tractors. The rules now allow front 

Hargot: The teams meet every Thursday wheel assist and the engines are limited to 
from 6 to 9 p.m. to modify their pulling either one 31 horsepower Briggs and Strat- 

sled, prepare the trailer for competition and ton or two 16 horsepower Briggs and Strat- 

work on finding sponsors for their trac- ton engines. There are also going to be two 

tor. The best part about the Badger Pulling different angles of pull on the sled. 

Team is the camaraderie among the team 

members, and even among the different WE: What is the most challenging part of 
teams at the competition. Through spend- the competition? 

ing long hours at the shop, building parts 

and assembling tractors, we become almost Hargot: Getting there; every year we put in 
like a family. many long hours to get both tractors in com- 
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lime to break barriers 

Three years ago, when I was an undergrad- _either-or. You can have science and sports, _ themselves. Her research spans areas such as 

uate in India, I remember staying late after math and music. You need to think about human computer interaction, layout design, 

my Kinematics of Machinery class to sort _ the set of things that make you happy. Next, _ workflow modeling and nursing. She has re- 

out my notes. A security guard passed the _ thinking about what society needs and how _ cently been chosen a theme leader in the Wis- 

classroom, peeked inside and threw me a you can uniquely respond to that is the best consin Institutes for Discovery, and will be 

smile and a question. “I noticed the session _ career guide. Science and engineering give _ developing a virtual reality chamber that will 

for the past week. Have all the other girls so many more tools than you can imagine. _ recreate almost any household environment 

in the class been absent?” I smiled ruefully Lastly, worry about making friends, but if in the world. This will help designers cre- 

and replied, “No, this is a mechanical en- you and they are not on the same page [on _ ate tools that could fit into people’s everyday 

gineering class, and 1 am the only girl who _career-choices], it’s okay.” lives and understand the behavior of people 

took this, along with 62 guys.” in those households. 

Professor Brennan’s research involves cre- 

ender diversity in engineering is still ating and evaluating technologies for home “There remains a framing of engineering 

(5: much-discussed, yet little-resolved care that people could use to take care of — that is more congruent with our sociological 

issue around the world. In the Unit- Se a 7 _—— 
z “<a | ah cay 

ed States, women make up only 20 percent 2 oe ae? 

of undergraduates in engineering. Worse, = w ss 

only 11 percent of practicing engineers are Hi 

females. What could be the reason for such it ¥ : 

alarmingly low proportions? _—- re Fm Set sme 

% i a 
The answer is simple. As reports worldwide ah : ; oN ad 

indicate, schoolgirls think that engineering iW Ge \\ Sent ; a ¥ ¥| 

is challenging and consists mostly of math te a . ¥ i 

and science. Surprisingly, the reason for the Le = > a, . — ; 

spread of this myth is the engineering com- Ka H 4 ) = Say Le Y mee 

munity itself. What should we be doing, as Ty \ a > Fons 7S ee... Pte f 

responsible engineers, to see that engineer- 3 ag ~~ ait ¥ y ro —— maser ee 

ing doesn’t remain a mystical dream, but be- pce a “ oe gu 

comes an enjoyable reality to many aspiring IS a , at ihe 

young women? : > A Yes wes be ne) % a pi 

Bie ‘aetenld 

The answers come from women who have al- \ ‘i net 

ready taken that step into engineering. Pro- 4 / : a 

fessor and chair of the industrial and systems i & y P| i bathe “heel 

engineering department at UW-Madison, = - — 

Patricia Brennan, has three things to share The Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Boeing Tech team works on a portable heating 

with young girls. She says, “First, it’s not device for the national Boeing Team Tech Competition, for which they won second place. 

i
 

SS ES oe 
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loves what she does and stresses that she has 
S no regrets about her choice to pursue a career 

£ , in engineering. “It is extremely fulfilling to 

Ta ps i see something that you designed working like 
Z 5 , > 7.” it should,” she says. “Getting my hands dirty 
we sb — ye i was challenging at first, but that is by far the 

Ca 4 vy fi. te best way to learn something new.” 

a | i i | ee a ; 
Fe » ¥ : What is it like to be classified under the moni- 
Pi ‘A 4 ‘ ker ‘woman engineer’ in today’s world? “Awe- 

lee \ a y ce some and loaded with opportunities,” Ms. 
Saas N } KC Oe A \ Vadgaama says. “From personal experience, 

\\ ‘Zs XY fi . over the past few years, the industry has been 
} V0 Kao ‘ Cy . extremely receptive to women in engineering 

> Vi JN ee f ‘ < iY and there has been no better time to make an 

5 i ry \ ene a ‘9 impact in this area.” She adds, “It is definitely 
‘ : —~ : i iE be x , \ very challenging but probably not as much as 

a. ty Se it was five years ago. Times are changing, and 
% ‘San ee . a lot of women have chosen careers in engi- 
— ; neering. There is a higher acceptance level for 

os ra women engineers in the work environment.” 

SWE members Noah Hibbard, Laura Zeitler, Elise Larson, Piotr Starosta and Erin 

Karweik pose with their portable heating system for the Boeing Team Tech National Ewer in 

Design Competition. SWE supports women in engineering, and is open to both males What is it like to be classified 

and females. under the moniker ‘woman 
concepts of male-reductionist and non-emo- career that they could flex at a later point in engineer’ in today’s world? 
tional. if we were to engage more women in life to accommodate a family and children. “Awesome and loaded with 
engineering, I think we would have a switch,a Second, societal expectations edge men on to cnet 
reframing of the valuing of solutions. Diversi- jobs with higher pay and status, while women opportunities, 
fying the engineering workforce with women are pushed towards degrees that don’t take as -Jasmine Vadgaama 
and people of different economic and cultural _ much effort and time. 
backgrounds would bring a better sense of ee a 
judgment in solutions,” Brennan says. Do females feel out-numbered or left out by the 

lack of other women? “I guess I don’t feel left Whether it is cleaning up the world’s lakes 
nL ee Lut by any means,” Kimberly Miller, a UW- and rivers, making the world plastic free, 

Engineering has often beena Madison senior in chemical engineering, says. _ mapping the ocean floors or designing arti- 
difficult career choice for women “There are definitely less women than men, ficial retinas for the blind, it is all in a day’s 
~ but that may be largely due to but [the numbers are] improving and there are work for engineers. Apart from the constant 

equal opportunities for both genders. intellectual challenge, science and engineer- 
the fear of the unknown.” ing provides a strong arena for creativity and 

-Jasmine Vadgaama Kim is currently the president of the Society intuitive reasoning. Women have the unique 
of Women Engineers (SWE) at UW-Madison. ability to bring an emotional tone to that cre- 

TT ~—s« SWE works to promote women in science and _ativity and when combined with technical 
engineering fields. One of its goals is to intro- _ skills that makes for an impeccable combina- 

What should a woman expect when she rises _ duce engineering to younger girls by making _ tion, one that ought to be more prevalent in 
to a position of power in an engineering ca~ them more informed and ready for any career _ a differential equations or analytical chemis- 
reer? “That she can’t go into the men’s room _ choice they may decide on in the future. SWE try classroom. We 
with the boys,” Brennan says. “If you are also works to create a better environment on 
walking down the hall with three colleagues | campus by having upperclassmen mentor un- 
and they turn into the men’s room, then you derclassmen. “We work a lot with companies, 
are stuck. It is a matter for recognition, that and have corporate sponsors provide profes- Article by: Vindhya Venkatraman 
some of the informal communication path- _ sional development in all fields. They [com- Design by: Linc Han 
ways which are essential for any organiza- panies] look for female engineers and we work Ph hy By: Metcalf 
tion’s running are gendered.” together to get ourselves ready for the work- lotegraphy by: >ean Metca 

place,” Miller says. 
A group of eight undergraduate females from 
the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) at Jasmine Vadgaama, an electrical test engineer 
UW-Madison met with the magazine to share _ with Danfoss Drives in Illinois says, “Engi- 
their experiences of transcending the gender _ neering has often been a difficult career choice 
barriers of engineering. When posed with for women - but that may be largely due to 
the question of why girls don’t step into engi- _ the fear of the unknown.” Vadgaama has been 
neering so often, the group came up with two designing and implementing automated test 
possible reasons. First, most women want a equipment for Danfoss since early 2008. She 
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ast-paced and competitive—it demands flexibility, variability | Companies that use quick response manufacturing techniques are 

E and responsiveness. These phrases could come from a “help _ as diverse as the products they create. From airplane-sized mining 

wanted” ad for an Emergency Medical Technician, right? Ac- equipment at P&H Mining in Milwaukee to conference booklets at 

tually, these terms describe the market of custom-engineered prod- _ Madison Printer Omnipress, QRM principles apply equally across 

uct manufacturing worldwide. Fortunately for firms in Wisconsin, industries. Additionally, QRM knows no geographical boundaries. 

they get a little help from their friends at the Quick Response Manu- The Center has worked with corporations right here in Madison, 

facturing Center. throughout Wisconsin, and nationwide from Stryker Orthopae- 
dics in New Jersey to Oregon-based Bright Wood Corporations. 

Many manufacturing companies struggle to make custom-engineered — Small companies reap the same benefits as the massive corpora- 

products on short notice. The reason: traditional production methods __ tions. Many small to medium-size companies in Wisconsin supply 

are generally inefficient for emerging market needs for custom de- __ to bigger businesses, making them the “heart and soul of American 

signed, one-of-a kind products with highly variable demands. manufacturing,” Krishnamurthy says. 

0 00""'———-s “Today we are competing in a market that requires not just cost com- 

After working with QRM, Ingersoll Rand wasable Pence but also lead time reduction. And our factories have been 

Lee : geared towards that,” he says. “So in a sense we are trying to win a 

to cut the administrative and office work per NASCAR race using Henry Ford’s Model T. The car doesn’t have the 

project from 20 days to just one. horsepower to compete in NASCAR; the organizations are not set up 

to compete in that market.” The key, he says, is twofold; the structure 

HUUUIUTGFTBRB ETL nn of ieiéiganization and the policies by which operates. 

The Center for Quick Response Manufacturing (QRM), established Lead time refers to the duration from the customer coming to a 

here at UW-Madison in 1993, studies the theory and implements company with a need and the delivery of the finished product. Re- 

the principles of quick response manufacturing. The QRM Center duction of lead-time is a key emphasis of QRM strategy. Touch- 

works with companies that create specially engineered, customized __ time, the time spent actually working on a product, is typically 

and often one-of-a-kind products. This mutually beneficial partner- only five percent of lead-time. For the remainder, the product is 

ship brings together companies, students, and faculty to research and _ waiting for machines, people, information, material or other re- 

solve problems in manufacturing and implement solutions in a real sources. While automation can reduce touch-time, it may require 

industry setting. Traditional production methods are generally inef- _ new equipment costs. 

ficient for low-volume, high variability orders; the QRM Center works 

to fulfill the need for new principles and methods of production. QRM emphasizes restructuring the organization and redesigning 

operating principles that could have a far greater effect on lead time 

‘The current director, professor of industrial and systems engineer- _ without significant costs. Less lead time gives companies a com- 

ing Ananth Krishnamurthy, has been associated with the QRM Cen- __ petitive edge in a fast-paced market. Reducing lead time even cre- 

ter since his days as a UW-Madison student in 1996. He taught and ated new markets for QRM member company Ingersoll Rand. Af- 

conducted research on manufacturing and supply chain issues at ter working with QRM, Ingersoll was able to cut the administrative 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York until returning _ and office work per project from 20 days to just one. They were then 

to Madison and taking over as director of the center in 2008. “My _able to offer customized products while matching their competitor's 

research focuses on manufacturing and supply chain issues which prices and quality, a win-win for both the business and customers. 

revolve around the notion of responsiveness and customization, so 

the QRM Center provides an excellent platform to develop and test Restructuring a corporation also includes management of its work- 

new ideas,” says Krishnamurthy. force. Rather than specialized workers doing individual tasks, QRM 

———————hDhnDDm>mnDa2DDL_ EL === 
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Professor Ananth Krishnamurthy, director of the Quick Response Manufacturing Center, speaks at a recent QRM event on campus. 

organizes teams of workers that work together in production cells. ad 

Each team, composed of skilled workers cross-trained for a variety , “4 
of tasks, is self-managed, giving workers a sense of ownership and , a i 
pride in what they do. a eee 

i 7 Mito 2 

QRM has also helped companies reverse the trend of outsourcing by , i | : 
evaluating the true costs of shipping production overseas. Sending re “a | a 
jobs overseas saves labor costs but also creates coordination issues. | | | i ih agi il? A 

Overseas shipping lengthens lead times, increases non-value-added | _ | bie | ; ens, il hi 4 NTO a 
time, late penalties and loss of business due to delays. When respon- ( { qo fr A 
siveness is important for your business, outsourcing may not be the : Wel NT OL (iP a oi) 
best option at all. QRM gives local manufacturers a huge advantage. A, Huh Me Nth) i 

: ee Ge ie 
aie Raa ag 

The students and faculty of the Quick Response Manufacturing | , ee 

Center might consider themselves the “Emergency Medical Techni- Fi si 
cians” of custom-engineered manufacturing, just without the medi- | 

cal school. They save the “life” of companies in the form of their 
time and costs, They enable rapid response to customer needs and 

take care of business under constraints of time, budget and infra- 

structure. This is the challenge dear to the hearts of industrial engi- 
neering students everywhere. g y We < 

Article by: Lori Bierman . — 
Design by: Akhilesh Dakinedi Employees from companies including P&H Mining, Milwaukee 

Phot hy by: Travis Zeh Gear and National Oilwell Varco participate in events hosted by 
tography by: Travis Zehran the QRM Center. 
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Editorial: More than just a resume filler J 
Wie i] lash back to a little over two years ago. I my involvement, but that would be too obvious. 

aS (\ a was beginning my first semester of college The funny thing is that during freshman year I 

a A EX in one of the country’s most well-known assumed I didn’t have any time for things that 
F KS GY college towns. On move-in day, I anxiously didn’t involve studying or socializing. Now I 
: ore 4 b! stepped out of my parents’ car and into my own can’t imagine how I would fill my free time if 

i SS a = dorm room radiating confidence and filled with _I weren't dedicating it to clubs and community 
Pa e¥ high expectations. In high school, I was one of _ involvement. 

a 2 gu those people seemingly involved in everything. 
Ltbezi P | i i 2,9 From marching band to National Honor Soci- That brings me to those two golden words that 
He, /| ety to the golf team, I was the jack-of-all trades. can set a resume apart and so much more. 

a acap: a My Araby] I was involved in both the community and The “community” part extends far beyond the 

Kee 1g) ” May school. I came to college fully expecting to stay confines of Engineering Hall or Bascom Hill. 
Ch ei f) involved—at least that is what had promised in Being involved in the city of Madison itself 
yd =~) f % the personal statement that got me into college speaks volumes to a potential employer, gradu- 

; ae ae ae in the first place. ate schools and perhaps most importantly it 
‘ nh | i F r \ re is something Grandma can brag about to the 

a ce GA | # | It only took a few months and the first round ladies of her knitting club (even senior citi- 
ay a \ © | of midterms before I realized my GPA wasn’t zens get involved!). Whether that “community 

ee sai “ aE #| the only thing that would drop off significantly _ involvement” means volunteering at a local 
Pe , eo a —§ | in that first year of college. I quickly became school, cleaning up a park on a lazy Sunday or 

ee Ss) | a LE ; ia ; dedicated to the social scene and ignored all _ getting involved in a political campaign, find- 
iano sat gaa al , of those email lists I had exuberantly signed ing something you are passionate about is im- 
LN ie ising F2) | up for at the Student Org Fair (sorry Cheese _ perative. There is something for everyone and if 

bi eee = Club, but Pll stick to cheese when coupled _ there isn’t a club that piques your interest, start 
with a bag of Franzia _ it yourself! 

& on a Thursday night). 
ee N THE UNIVERSITY I had my excuses for If you are that freshman who has yet to get 

E a) Va not getting involved in involved, here is your chance. You might try 
a I: WISCONSIN anything. This was, af- your hand at building a tractor for the Badger 

w fy AD Sloan ae ter all, my first year of Pulling Team (p 4) or look into a certain en- 
ee college andI needed at gineering magazine that is always looking for 

Department of Engineering Professional Development least two semesters to innovative minds. If you are graduating soon 

get used to this whole _ but are feeling the need to bolster your resume 
Credit Courses at a Distance studying thing. at the last minute, look into some professional 

i : ; groups for a chance to polish your skills. As a 
Take on-campus engineering courses via the Internet, in areas including: Now. fist: & dito fresh ae | involved i 

‘i tae Ff ae ete haa ow fast forward to reshman, it is never too early to get involved in 

Biomedical engineering —_ 4 Chemical and biological engineering the present and things —_ the community and as a soon-to-be graduate, 
© Electrical and computer engineering couldn't be more dif- _ it is never too late to join that club you initially 
© Mechanical engineering (controls and polymers) ferent. Sure my GPA rebuffed. In fact, Cheese Club just might be 
© Technical Chinese © Technical Japanese is slowly rebounding welcoming its newest member at their upcom- 

Visit epd.engr.wisc.edu/ccd to learn more. to pre-freshman lev- ing meeting. we 
els and I am no lon- 

Master’s Degrees at a Distance ger subscribed to the 

© Master of Engineering in Technical Japanese Cheese Club mailing — Editorial by: Lauren Kern 
© Master of Engineering in Polymer Engineering and Science list, but I amualso a 
© Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering su stedecd femembe 

Tes p ea and participant in 
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering various organizations 

Visit distancedegrees.engr.wisc.edu to learn more. around campus. My 

Contact us today to learn more: — eee eta 
800-462-0876 or 608-262-5516 or custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu to this as tou 

re can student non-profit vol- 
ee i unteer and leadership 

a WEB. a |, @- group. I could rattle 
me N SS "Ss off the reasons why I 

a ail y joined and how much 

I have grown through 

Se eee 
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ccording to the Administration of the Morgridge Institute for Research and the The Wisconsin Institute for Discovery is run 
Aging, by 2030 there will be roughly | Wisconsin Institute for Discovery. The hope by UW- Madison, and is organized under the 

72.1 million older people living inthe is that the unique partnership between the | UW-Madison Graduate School. The Wisconsin 
United States, which is more than twice the privately owned Morgridge Institute for Re- Institute for Discovery will also have five re- 
number reported in 2000. Currently, one of — search and the publicly run Wisconsin Insti- search themes, all of which will incorporate at 
every eight people is older than 65. As the old- _ tute for Discovery will allow for an unrivaled _ least two of the three “thrust” areas of biotech- 
er population increases, the emphasis placed _ kind of collaboration, featuring a larger, more _ nology, nanotechnology and information tech- 

on improving healthcare and lengthening life diverse group of researchers. nologies. The five research themes were deter- 
spans also increases. The American public is mined by an extensive competition, and after 

not naive, they know scientists are capable of The Morgridge Institute for Research is largely _ three years the five winning proposals were se- 
making improvements and that technology is funded by John and Tasha Morgridge, both _ lected. These themes are epigenetics—the study 
improving at an unbelievable rate. The public UW-Madison alumni and the founders of — of how genes are activated or inactivated—tis- 
reads headlines in the newspaper about scien- the Morgridge Center. The Morgridge fam- sue engineering scaffold research, health tech- 

; tists using mice to find a successful cure for _ ily believes the collaborative research will lead _ nology design in the living environment labo- 
type I diabetes and a vaccine to prevent breast to discoveries that will benefit the students, ratory—developing personal care diagnostic 
cancer, and they are excited about it. They the University, the state, and ultimately, the and therapeutic technology—and optimization 
want to see these results in humans, and this _ world. The Morgridge Institute for Research _ in biology and medicine. The Wisconsin Insti- 
desire is what pushed forward the Wiscon- will house five research categories in the new _ tutes of Discovery team leaders were allowed to 
sin Institutes for Discovery. The $375 million _ building: regenerative biology, which includes _ select a team of three new members from out- 
building will house dozens of researchers all stem cell research; virology, the study of vi- side of UW-Madison. 
working toward improving human health. It ruses; medical devices; and pharmaceutical 
will also feature a large public area that allows informatics, the use of information technology We spoke with professors who represent three 
people to learn about the concepts studied in _ to speed drug development. All of the research _ of the five research themes that will make up 

the research labs, assuring them that work is _ areas will be directed by an accomplished UW- __ the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery to learn 
being done toward curing diseases in more Madison professor, who has had the opportu- _ about their specific studies, how they will affect 
than just mice. The Wisconsin Institutes for nity to select his or her own research team from __ the greater population and what the research- 
Discovery is composed of two organizations, _ the top talent around the world. ers think of their new home. we 
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Patricia Brennan: Healthcare in 3D e 

by Andrew Golden 

n the basement of the Wisconsin Insti- _ neer, a computer scientist, nursing staff, an The research team does face its fair share 

[=< for Discovery, visitors will find the individual from the school of human ecology _ challenges, though. Brennan says they will 

“Cave” — a state of the art virtual reality who studies the “techno-fabrics” that enable have to move beyond the “gee-whiz” factor 

room that researchers will use for medical virtual reality, a library scientist specializing of this new technology to get good science 

research. As part of the Living Environ- in consumer information, and a social scien- _ out of their studies. They also have to get the 

ments Laboratory (LEL) research theme _ tist focused on family dynamics. enormously complex Cave built in the first 

headed by professor of industrial and sys- place — no small task - and ensure it will ac- 

tems engineering Patricia Brennan, this fu- Brennan says the research team hopes to tually be similar to real-life environments. 

turistic room will help researchers to catch work with many different patients - from After that, the ultimate test: to see whether 

up with the recent, dramatic shift in the fo- those with cataracts and impaired vision, to the research will lead to improvements in 

cus of healthcare from doctors to patients. HIV and post-op heart surgery patients. The home design and technologies. 
research will not be limited to only the ill, 

. but also the healthy, and from the young to Nevertheless, Brennan is optimistic about 

“They will have to move beyond the elderly. ‘ er the Living Environments fF ietory and the 

the ‘gee-whiz’ factor of this new results it will bring. 
technology to get good science _ Visitors to the Wisconsin institutes for Dis- 

out of their studies.” covery will also be welcome to use the Cave. “I think that part of what we're going to is to 

i Brennan expects to open the room to the _ bring new thinking about health to the state 

-Professor Brennan public about once a month, where guests of Wisconsin,” she says. “But I also think the 
Cs carn try their hand at making virtual reality virtual reality lab will just be cool.” We 

baby formula. 

The Cave itself will be a fully imersive virtual 
reality room with three-dimensional ren- Ea eee ee # 
derings of different household spaces such Bou es ee So 
as kitchens, bathrooms and more. Through 8 oe ee 2 

extensive research in the Cave, as well as in e = — See 3 

other buildings around campus including 4 os ee 2 

the Biotron Laboratory and the new nurs- ss at a é 

ing school, Brennan hopes her research team : 7" eee Sages . 
will help better understand home healthcare. | * ; ad * en 

e a . a : 
Right now a physician tells a patient to go ie 2 \“e é 

home and do X - put your feet up, take this i Hn \ ry CAN . : haa 
medication — and they don’t know what the | Ni WW itket) “Tra, iat? erry ; 
home experience is like,” Professor Bren- | | Si a 5 ve a eet Tee >. 

nan says. “So I hope this will increase phy- | | yh iy ms se aa f i ~~ ——= sad 

sicians’ abilities to understand the home | WN ee pete o — “y 

experience and in turn help them be better WO Lic = Pe tae ete 

able to interact with patients when they give on E Ee emi a 

them instructions.” 7 “ % 
a al ” " 5 

The Cave, and the LEL as a whole, represents te = 

the kind of collaboration the Wisconsin In- é 

stitutes for Discovery promises. The LEL - = 

research team includes a biomedical engi- 2 
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John Yin: Unzipping the genes ° g g 
By Christopher Aberger 

person’s genetic makeup: it deter- 

An the physical attributes of an 
individual, but can also determine 

what diseases one is predisposed to through- 

out their lifetime. An interdisciplinary sys- eH aa 

tems biology team led by professor of chemi- << Se — Ra 

cal and biological engineering, John Yin, y \\ Ss 
researches viral interactions in order to gain * A 

a better understanding of how an individ- a >" : J 
ual’s genotype makes one more probable to : ye re 

contract certain diseases. In addition, Yin’s , Pe f 

team researches how to prevent or slow viral een om 4 

spreading through the human body. As one ‘ bee i oo 4 

of the five research teams chosen to move a 

into the new Wisconsin Institutes for Dis- [igs e 

covery building, Yin looks forward to hav- [=== \ 

ing other engineers, biologists, chemists, & 
computer scientists and all other members jugs . | , ne & 
of his systems biology research team located 5 F | i i pa a 
in one building. f | oo. EE: 

sg ae! coed 100 E 2 = 

-—a Le 7 sl = : 2 |: 
“Traditionally people E Ss es Shee pee] £ 

have just been concerned Yin and his team hope to make new discover- breadth of research members. “Biologists 
with molecules, but we ies that would not be possible without their don’t build models, engineers do. Engineers 
are concerned with the unique perspective. search OE ed uaons to characterize what 

3 2 is occurring,” Yin says. Noting each player, 
interactions of these That’s great, but how does systems biology _ scientist and engineer as equally important, 

molecular organisms.” help in curing specific diseases? Any gooden- _ Yin believes synergy must be the end result. 

-Professor Yin gineer should know the answer lies in models. ; / ' 
By building models based on mathematical Yin currently conducts research in Engi- 
equations, Yin and his team predict how vi- neering Hall, but looks forward to the move 

Yin describes systems biology as a “different ruses interact and spread amongst cells inthe to the new Wisconsin institute for Discov- 
perspective on moving forward.” He says, human body. Using models of viral interac- ery building. “The design of the building 
“Traditionally people have just been con- tion, the team tests certain antibiotics’ ability | makes it hard for me to leave my office and 

cerned with molecules, but we are concerned _ to kill or minimize the spread of a virus. not bump into a colleague. The building is 
with the interactions of these molecular or- designed to promote interactions between 
ganisms.” Yin likens systems biology toa ve- Certain types of cancer, acquired immu- colleagues of multiple disciplines, lending 
hicle. “If you take apart every component of _ nodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), influenza, to the opportunity for more progressive and 
a car and lay them out, you have thousands _ hepatitis and in fact all infectious diseases _ intelligent research,” Yin says. After mak- 
of separate pieces with no clue as tohow they have the ability to be better understood — ing the transition to the new Wisconsin In- 
work together. This makes it impossible to through Yin’s research, but one of the larg- _ stitute for Discovery building, Yin and his 
predict something such as gas mileage.” By _ est obstacles facing Yin’s team are “cultural team hope to research in a smarter and more 
focusing on the interactions of molecules challenges.” These “cultural challenges” effective manner. We 
rather than just the molecules themselves, result directly from the interdisciplinary 

——————  ———————=__J”)0 _——— 6 
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Michael Ferris: The art of optimization e 

by Christina Wallhausser 

magine a cancer patient about to receive puter sciences and industrial and systems covery as a whole is that it combines a variety 
[ssc therapy. Each anxious breath engineering at UW-Madison. His primary of groups, intellects and topics. Optimization 

he takes causes the slightest movements research thus far has been in optimization research clearly has a broad spectrum of ap- 
within the body and could potentially offset with applications ranging from video games __ plications. Radiation therapy to Ferris is just a 
the radiation’s target. The technology and to radiotherapy. different system to which he can apply his op- 
precision required for radiation therapy is ex- timization knowledge, but he is not an expert 
tremely complicated, but what if some of its “The use of optimization in radiation therapy in radiation therapy. Ferris needs a variety 
challenges could be conquered with the same _ is relatively new but it has been going on for of people on his team in order to understand 

innovations used to optimize the route of a the past 15 to 20 years.” Within the research 
FedEx truck? This unfamiliar research area _ topic, Ferris and his team are “trying to hire 
of radiation therapy is one of the discoveries an expert in uncertainty” in order to differ- The impact of what 
hoping to emerge from the Wisconsin Insti- _ entiate their research. “We are trying to es- [the team] can do can be 
tutes for Discovery. tablish the link [from] biological models and magnified by having people 

multiple instances of data collection ... to a A . A 

Michael Ferris is the lead researcher for one _ physical system which is uncertain in nature,” with different expertise 
of the research themes, Optimization in Bi- _ Ferris says. “All of that uncertainty says, what and also people who have 
ology and Medicine, in the Wisconsin Insti- are we trying to play? Can we predict it with the mixture of technical 
tutes for Discovery. He is a professor of com- _ any certainty?” These questions are the reason si . 

Ferris and his team are looking for an uncer- skills and problem solving 

Mae §= tainty expert in order to stay ahead. “We are expertise.” 
interested [in] optimization techniques, and -Professor Ferris 

— we're trying to stay one or two steps ahead of 
hic where the practical implementation of these 
Ge Hae models are in order [to] do research that is of 1 ¢Vvery complex topic within his research, and 
Soha a interest of to the community, but also relevant he knows how valuable this collaboration is. 

ke a to the community in ten years’ time.” “The impact of what [the team] can do can be 
; ee a magnified by having people with different ex- 

: Ee sy With research that is constantly pushing the _ Pertise and also people who have the mixture 
iW envelope, Ferris has already received some _ f technical skills and problem solving exper- 

tj : N aed objection to his unique application of opti- tise,” he says. 
f : mization. He also already knows that a lot of 

o —— ~ the ideas and conversations occurring over “The whole Institute is about from discov- 

\ a] the potential research options do not always ¢ry to delivery. It’s not just about doing the 
iN . turn into successful research. “A 50 percent mathematics to get the theorem to tell you the 

al Li om hit rate of the conversations we have actually method works well. It’s actually about seeing 
| ar 2 turning into research would be good,” he says. how we can utilize the mathematics within 

“ : This suggests that “half of the conversations this domain.” 
: 3 will turn out not relevant, [create] a problem 
4 = or resistance, or won't prove worth.” This Ferris is very excited about moving into the 

as —_— might seem a bit discouraging, but “if every- new building, and he believes it will enhance 

| NS i thing that [the team] went into was a sure fire his efforts. 
3 <g success then [they] wouldn't be doing risky 
> enough research.” And risky research is often “Good space is when it facilitates good work,” 

7 & times what leads to amazing discoveries. he says. “This building is fancy, but if it were 
a just a fancy space then it wouldn’t be a suc- 

iN re One of the incredible things about Ferris’s re-_€e8s. It should enable the researchers to per- 

| y search and the Wisconsin Institutes for Dis- form research the community expects.” we 
| = 

a 
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litical | f the Wi in high d rail Politica crossings of the Wisconsin high-speed ral 
President Barack Obama 
In an effort to reduce American dependence contracting companies involved, requesting 
on foreign oil, President Obama unveiled a that they suspend work on the project. This ac- 
plan for a national high-speed rail network. _ tion was in light of the election of Scott Walker 
According to a CNN news report, the plan is on November 2, as Wisconsin Governor. Ac- 
funded in part by the 2009 American Recov- cording to his website and campaign, Walker 
ery and Reinvestment Act and also by a five _ strongly opposed the project. Doyle’s adminis- 
year, $5 billion investment allotted for in the _ tration wanted to take a few days to analyze the 
nation’s 2010 budget. impact of stopping the project, which Gover- 

nor-elect Walker has vowed to do. 

Governor Jim Doyle 
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation Governor-Elect Scott Walker 
submitted an application for federal funding to According to a statement Walker issued on his 
construct a Milwaukee to Madison segment of website on Thursday, November 4, he hopes 
the “Midwest Regional Rail Corridor.” The pres- to “work with members of congress on redi- 

: E 4 ident’s administration approved the state forthe recting this money to fixing [Wisconsin’s] 

As this Magazine goes to print, full $810 million it requested and in November crumbling roads and bridges.” An unex- 
: 2010, Governor Jim Doyle signed an agreement _ pected response to this statement came from 

the future of the high-speed with the federal government solidifying the the Governor-elect of New York, Democrat 
rail in the state of Wisconsin _ state’s commitment to spending the grant in its Andrew Cuomo. According to the New York 

‘ . entirety on the high-speed rail project. Post, Cuomo wrote to the federal government 
remains uncertain. requesting more money for high-speed rail 

Less than a week after this agreement was projects in his state if the Governor-elect of 
signed, the Governor sent out a memo to the Wisconsin does not want the funding. 
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With $810 million set aside for a Madison-Milwaukee high speed rail route, 
the details of a drawn-out idea have yet to accelerate. 

r Vhe year is 1936. You've just come down 0.3 percent. According to the International _ economical. The highest regulated, yet least 
from Milwaukee to see the “King of Monetary Fund, there are 38 “developed subsidized transportation industry was 
Swing” himself, Benny Goodman, per- countries” and the United States finds itself feeling the heat from the exploding automo- 

forming with Fletcher Henderson’s band at the at the bottom of this group in inter-city rail _ bile and aviation industries. While the fed- 
Congress Hotel in Downtown Chicago. In what _ passengers. How did the stylish jazz of the eral government was practically throwing 
might have been the first racially integrated 1930s inter-city rail system end up where it money at big auto, trains were left unable 
jazz ensemble ever to play in front of a pay- is now? to compete. For the next several decades 
ing audience, the music was a representation there would be practically no development 
of the times. Innovative and graceful, the jazz | There seems to be many factors which led to of high speed rail in this country. After 
notes were metaphorically describing the ignit- the decline of the development of the inter- both Lyndon Johnson’s and Jimmy Carter’s 

ing development of the High Speed Rail. Last urban rail network in the United States. The call for a high speed rail, the issue fell into 

night, it took you just 75 minutes to get from most important was the effect of the regulat- a political black hole with Reagan and Bush 
Milwaukee's Everett Street Station to Chicago’ ing body known as the InterstateCommerce _ fiercely ignoring the issue, Clinton being 
Union Station in time for the show. That is Commission (ICC). Established by Grover fiscally indifferent, and another Bush to re- 

an average speed over 74 mph, hitting rates of _ Cleveland in 1887, the ICC’s watch on the _ inforce the non-starter. 
over 100 mph along the way. In a time where _ railroads was to ensure safe and socially just 
your Uncle’s prized Cadillac, which could rail practices. By the early 1940s, however, It’s doomed. After about 60 years of much po- 
barely push 60 mph, and the twin-propeller, the ICC was implementing harsh, and some- __ litical banter, and relatively no high speed rail 
14-seat Douglas DC-2 airplane were impres- what unrealistic, safety requirements for the __ lines to show for it, why should anyone expect 
sive technologies, this High Speed Rail is gain- high speed rails of that time. For example, _ this industry to just pick up all of a sudden? 
ing the attention of people all over the world. cab signaling, which is a safety mechanism _ Well, for one, President Obama has set aside 
It is a special day when the beauty of the jazz __ that allows trains to communicate with each $8 billion for high speed rail projects. That is 

evokes the same emotions as the elegance of _ other, was targeted by the ICC to meet more _ the largest investment in the American infra- 
the transportation. stringent regulations. structure since the creation of the Interstate 

Highway System in 1956. Or maybe another 
Fast forward. The year is 2010. The United Because things like cab signaling and au- reason we should expect to see it is because of 
States, one of the most developed coun- tomatic stops were ahead of their time, the _ the millions of jobs it will create here in the 
tries on the planet, has a shockingly low rapid development of high speed rail was United States which has recently hit record 
percentage of inter-city rail passengers at brought to a halt, as it quickly became un- unemployment and poverty rates. Then there 
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f lines serving nine states and covering a dis- 
* tance of 3,000 miles. The regional rail corri- 

= dor was designed so that almost all destina- 
tions will be less than a three hour train ride 
to Chicago. 

pene All these details may be fascinating, but it 
- epee a ultimately begs the question: what’s in it for 

eae us? For starters, Milwaukee will only be an 

‘ . i hour’s train ride away. The cost of tickets 
5 - : 

ad Pr! for a one-way trip between Milwaukee and 
Madison will range between 22 and 33 dol- 

. lars, which is only a few dollars more than 

' = = ll current intercity bus and train rates. Stu- 

; yf fy 4 dents who live in Brookfield, Oconomowoc 
“ag, and Watertown will have the added bonus of 

a ie a i LZ b access to fast inter-city transportation near 
5 a e their homes. “One of the key things in hav- 

onal we Pe \ ing a high speed rail and having people use 
f wl Ps * ; ; it is that it serves the population centers,” 

zs ie ~ 7 Peterson says. This important aspect was 
- Pit id ‘ well accounted for by the WDOT, with ap- 

: 4 f & f ¢ proximately 76 percent of Wisconsin’s pop- 
f ulation living within 30 miles of proposed 

Midwest Rail Corridor stations. 

is the environmental friendliness, relative to for the construction of an 85 milelonghigh Though the Madison-Milwaukee high 
our gas-guzzling automobiles. There is also speed rail line. Instead of building an en- _ speed rail was a rather polarized issue in the 
the ability for the United States to compete  tirely new set of tracks, old tracks will be recent election, it is important to look be- 
with other nations. upgraded for high speed travel. Numer- yond the politics and attempt to understand 

ous crossovers will be built as high speed where the high speed rail fits into the devel- 
According to Obama ina press release from trains need dedicated tracks with no opment of our country. Ww 
the White House this past January, such an road crossings. “Some of the tracks 
“investment is how we can break ground [in Madison] are only capable ‘ <e Article by: Doraisingam Tamilwanan, 

across the country, putting people to work of sustaining speeds of up to David Bierman 
pu ding high-speed rail lines, pecause 10 mph,” says Peterson. We Design by: Tom Bernath 
there’s no reason why Europe or China need to upgrade that track so 
should have the fastest trains when we can that high speed trains can run Photography by: Thomas Pfeifer 
build them right here in America.” at 79 mph. The goal is to improve : 

their speed to 110 mph by 2016.” | 
Remember that $8 billion dollars we talk- re 
ed about? The Wisconsin Department of The speed of the trains on the Madison- of re 

Transportation (WDOT) sent in an ap- Milwaukee route is nothing compared to i 
plication to the federal government for the the high speed trains in other parts of the i 
proposed Madison—Milwaukee route, and _ world, however. “There are different defini- | 
received the full $810 million dollar funding tions of high speed,” Peterson says. “True ) ¥j 
that it requested. This was the only request high speed as defined in Asia and Europe hi 
in the entire country which was met in full. is 220 mph, which we're not going to see in ] | J] 

the US any time soon. What we're going wey 
According to faculty associate of engineer- _ to see here in Wisconsin is not high 1 _ 
ing professional development, David Peter- speed by true definition but it | ii 
son, “one of the reasons the Madison-Mil- is much faster compared to \\ NW 
waukee route was fully funded was because what passenger service _ Nh fit , 
a lot of planning work and environmental [trains] we have in the X 
studies had been done already.” Peterson U.S. now.” Still, there is -O \ 
says that “the state funded that [research] no denying the implica- \ e | » 
back in 1996 when Tommy Thompson was tions of what a high speed ~ 
governor; since then, Wisconsin has been rail could bring to this country. 9 
doing a lot of preliminary studies and work | 
in this passenger service.” The Madison-Milwaukee line is ] 

only the tip of the iceberg. The ser- 
So now that funding has been approved, vice is slated to be part of the much | 
how is it going to be spent? Keepin mind larger “Midwest Regional Rail Cor- 
that $810 million dollars is a small budget _ridor” which involves high speed rail | 
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he Mojave Desert: 25,000 square miles of temperature extremes 
ranging from 0 to 130 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the year. 
It contains Death Valley, the hottest place in North America. It ae 

is about as inhospitable a place as you can find in the United States, but I 
it also is home to the largest concentrated solar thermal power plant in 
the world, the Solar Energy Generating Systems, and its 936,384 mir- 
rors are quite content. 

There is a lot of talk today about renewable energies and the benefits J 
involved. Chief among these benefits is less greenhouse gas, less de- 
pendence on foreign oil and more job creation. In addition to wind 
power, one of the most highly touted renewable energies is solar power. : 
According to a 2006 report by the Global Energy Network Institute, 
covering just 9 percent of the Mojave Desert in solar panels would sup- i 
ply all the power the United States needs. 

. Pr gies ead. =A wieeees Bee eS 
However, the United States Congress failed again this year to pass leg- 3 chiedas aiieteeb *e Scie ee Les eS sas Fee. 
islation requiring that a portion of all heat and electricity be obtained ain fg ; 32s 5 
from renewable energy, in particular, from solar energy. ~~ ae aes 

Pa: aoa | Se 73 

Why is this? Why hasn't solar energy been able to provide the amount Ee —_ g 
of clean electricity we all expected? 2 z 5 —— pre > 

The truth is, the cultivation of solar energy has had many setbacks. [¥ : - away 3 
One major concern is the high costs of set-up and constant mainte- : si = a 
nance for solar panels. This, especially in a time of decreasing fossil = . = =" § 
fuel prices, hinders its advancement and progress. 2 i : : 3 

— aks $ 

Secondly, solar energy needs to be stored because sunlight is not constant- ‘ P & 
ly produced due to storms, clouds and nighttime darkness. This usually S 
means an additional storage structure, and therefore additional cost. : 2 

a SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeeeeSeEeeEEEESSSSSSSSSESESESEe 
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Another obstacle is the fact that the sun is a diffused source and pro- Additionally, they are incapable of storing the energy produced and 
duces only low amounts of energy: the amount of sunlight that reaches _ need to be cooled during the accumulation of sunlight. 
the earth is approximately 300 watts per square meter. Due to this, 

Thermal energy, on the other hand, works indirectly with the sunlight. 
Have you ever left your car sitting in the parking lot on a hot summer's 

“We look at solar not because we want to but day oa came i to an oven? This is eae of thermal heating, 
because we have to.” and many homes use this same method to heat tanks of water. Howev- 

-Professor Sanford Klein er, more efficient methods exist for electricity production. These alter- 
native systems are all based on the same principle: an array of mirrors 

OO  —  — — — — — —  —a _reflects the sun's energy, concentrating it ona heat'transfer fluid, which 
is simply a medium through which to transfer the energy. It should 

large areas with a considerable amount of solar panels are necessary be noted that focusing the radiation causes a loss in energy. The heat 
to centralize the collection of solar energy in order to produce a use- transfer fluid boils and produces steam, and this steam turns a turbine. 
ful amount of heat or electricity. Areas with plenty of sunlight, mainly This concept is called concentrated solar thermal power, or CST. There 
around the southwest United States, are most suitable for solar power are four main types of CST in use today: the parabolic trough, Fres- 
harvesting. However, water is essential to cool overheating panels, and __ nel reflectors, power tower, and dish designs. Solar power is the most 
the regions with adequate sunlight often lack large amounts of water. readily available of all energy on earth; the problem lies in capturing 

it. Although the most recent trend has been to invest in photovoltaic 
Even though the results of solar energy harnessing have mostly been arrays, the largest and most promising solar power stations currently 
disappointing, our battle to improve renewable energy must continue. _ operating are CST (specifically parabolic troughs). And this technology 

is gaining steam. In Europe, for instance, the solar thermal industry 
UW-Madison houses the oldest Solar Energy Lab (SEL) in the United grew over 60 percent just in 2008. 
States, led by director Professor Sanford A. Klein. “We need to start 
looking at these things because our conventional sources of energy are__‘The United States has the opportunity to expand its thermal solar pow- 
dwindling. Even if they weren't, the environmental consequences of us- __ er as well. There is abundant, underutilized land in the West that could 
ing them are dire. We look at solar not because we want to but because __ be covered in solar thermal arrays like the Solar Energy Generating 
we have to,” Klein says. Systems, possibly powering large parts of our infrastructure. 

Although solar energy will never be the number one source for Klein, although enthusiastic, admits some hesitation about rushing 
electricity, it has too many advantages to abandon or disregard as a__ into the technology. Like many new technologies, the mystery is one of 
clean energy provider. Klein explains that the future for solar energy _ the most appealing parts. we 
seems to be in thermal solar panels rather than the commonly used 
photovoltaic panels. 

Most people don’t know that there are two main types of solar power 
creation: photovoltaic and thermal. Photovoltaic panels are what most Article by: Alexandra Beletic and 

people immediately think of when they hear solar energy. They're the Joseph Powell 
flat, bluish panels that convert the sunlight directly into electricity Design by: E ° 
through the ejection of electrons. They’re found many places because ST ae ay re 
they can be made quite small and unobtrusive. However, these panels 
can reach a maximum efficiency of only about 24.2 percent and thus 
require a large quantity of light to make a useable amount of power. 

—_— 
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ver heard of FPM? You may think this abbreviation doesn’t apply N 
E« you, but the acronym FPM (Facilities Planning and Manage- } 

ment) has impacted your life in distinct ways. Between cleaning up 
after football games and Halloween to keeping the sidewalks free of goose : Si 
droppings, the staff’s presence on campus is undeniable. FPM’s different NG 
departments, such as waste and recycling, transportation and grounds . N, 
management, keep our campus running smoothly. 4 4 NY 

i i" t x 

Meet our grounds management crew. They get to work by 7 a.m., mow 4 i" | su \ a 
in the rain and shovel snow without complaining. On a daily basis they rn i ‘ inl “Sa 
work to provide a beautiful landscape for the campus. With 29 full-time li i Tre} \j * 
staff working on crews such as lawn maintenance, tree and shrub main- oF we 4 f x 
tenance, construction and gardening, the grounds crew truly puts UW- ES&S PY aia Ohi i ut 

} Madison’s atmosphere in full bloom. In addition to their regular duties, >a 
the grounds crew helps with special events. In the past they've helped i ; 1 1 : a] 
with fencing for Freakfest on State Street, and they prepared Library A Ha + eae = rf 5 rt 
Mall for President Obama’s visit this past September. | i HH i - é ‘a 

a ih: ee 
Taking care of the grounds is no easy task. “Quite honestly, we don’t have 4 ne | 
enough staffing to keep the grounds the way we’d like to keep it,” says 
Gene Turk, the grounds management supervisor. But don’t feel bad if 
you've never given a second thought to the grounds. “I think the fact that f ee heer Mee Soa us E 
people don’t notice things is a good thing,” Turk says. Heroes Pee eee SE Fe ete Te Cee. See 

tan inet we Pathe EI Pata he Seu 
Every day most students pass by the towering oak tree just behind Van a aa Re oy eS s ce eS a ey 
Hise on Linden Drive unaware of the time and effort that has gone into by eT oi Ra Sige ee — 
maintaining it. Not Turk. Turk started as a grounds crew worker 42 years fig accra ee ES a aa a a vet 
ago, and he admits his favorite getaway on campus is the oak tre. A [ =. = UREN ive ace be 
while back, he noticed the area overrun and neglected, but after cleaning | 9 > . & pes ae ah 
out the brush and filling in some grading he has transformed the spot . a 5 
into a “peaceful, out of the way place.” The UW-Madison grounds crew works year round to maintain the 

scenic areas on campus. 

What's the grounds crew’s toughest job? The answer is snow removal— 
especially when students are walking around between classes. “I liken Madison worker drive up in a truck with FPM painted on the side, stop 
it to kicking an anthill,” Turk says. Actually, a few years ago a number and say thanks. As Turk, who has served the campus for 42 years, says, 
of engineering students tried to help them out by attempting to createa “A little bit of thanks once in a while makes us feel good. We really ap- 
sidewalk snowplow which could remove packed snow. The grounds crew _preciate that.” We 
never heard again from the engineers, who likely abandoned the project. 

Of course, when you're working on a college campus throughout the Article by: Rachel Feil 
year, unusual events are bound to take place. Turk can testify to that. Photography by: Sara Karraker 
Once, while finishing plowing snow in the Memorial Union lot, a student 
surprised him by grabbing onto the top of his truck cab and sticking 
himself to the windshield. The student then proceeded to hang on to the 
moving truck for a few minutes before jumping off into the street. 

The newest project that the grounds management can add to their grow- 
ing list is the recently renovated patio area between Barnard Hall and 
Chadborne Hall’s Rheta’s Dining Room. The space was overtaken by 
a thicket of gnarly barberry bushes until Gary Schakelman, a grounds 
management worker with a natural knack for improvements, chopped 
them down. To his surprise, University Housing then designated the pa- MSA 
tio as a picnic area, where they would place two grills and a circular table 

with benches. The barberry roots were completely removed and the cor- bgt Me ca 
rect grade for the patio was established. Then things all “started to come 
together.” Soon after, the grounds crew noticed that people were cutting eas wartted 
through the patio. Schakelman, with landscape architecture knowledge 
dating back to the 1960s, decided that a path should be added. According 
to Schakelman, “form follows function,” which most engineers can attest 
to. So if you find yourself in the area, grab a sandwich from Rheta’s, sit 
back on a bench and take in the view. Work for the company, 

that puts ideas first. 

Our grounds crew gets their hands dirty—literally—to create the cam- More ideas. Better solutions. 

pus atmosphere we’ve all come to enjoy. Next time you run across a UW- 

———_—— 
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Teaching by the book \ 

f you're an engineering student at UW- Although the finite element book gave Ple- were three people working on two books. 

[sis there’s a good chance you've _ sha his first taste of writing textbooks, it That’s closing in on about 30 man years 
heard the name Michael Plesha. A pro- wasn’t the only factor that pushed him to- _ of effort,” Plesha says. “We don’t work on 

fessor of engineering physics for the past wards writing his own text. this full time because we have teaching, 

26 years, Plesha has certainly made himself research and other responsibilities. But ev- 
known on campus between his research, Pl rl ery spare moment, nights and weekends is 
textbooks and non-academic campus affairs. : spent writing. It’s a huge amount of effort, 

1 but it’s very rewarding to have a large col- 

Engineering statics, taken by two thirds bd | | | | lection of ideas gathered in one spot.” The 
of engineering students, is one of the v D most recent edition has been in press for 
most fundamental engineering courses, — about a year. 
focusing on the “principles of mechanics, La | } 
force systems, equilibrium, structures, Pe Plesha has received much positive feed- 
distributed forces, moments of inertia of . back on his books. An Engineering Beyond 

areas and friction,” according to the on- j Boundaries article says of Plesha’s new 
line student center course description. book: “Wide margins, neatly formatted text 
Heard your peers complain about this and myriad figures evoke the idea of engag- 

course? Think the class is already diffi- ing understandable information. Together, 

cult enough? Be grateful you don’t have q design and content fill an important role: 
an ancient, confusing, boring, black and ) helping students master statics.” 

white textbook on top of the challenges ‘ nT] 
the course already offers. You can thank “I like how it is easy to read and under- 

Plesha, who is the author of “Engineering hd stand,” statics student Stephanie Garcia 

Mechanics: Statics” and “Engineering Me- = 4 Orozco says. “The examples are very de- 
chanics: Dynamics,” the modern, interac- J Pid tailed and easy to follow.” Senior mechani- 

tive textbook currently used in statics and. }$———_ cal engineering student Dustin Spencer has 
dynamics courses at UW-Madison. “Of all the things | had done a similar opinion. Although it’s been a few 

7 . . ears since he used it in class, Spencer dis- 

Although they may be his most famous my eae my, contribution sy remembers the book. 
books on campus, the “Engineering Me- to the finite element book was 
chanics” books were not the first with the thing | was most proud of.” = “Plesha’s textbook is the most helpful book 
which Plesha was involved. Early in his ca- - Professor Michael Plesha I ever had in college,” he says. Spencer also 
reer, he was invited by Robert Cook, pro- encourages students to not sell the text- 
fessor of engineering physics, to coauthor book back after the class is done, for it may 
finite element textbook along with Profes- come in handy in courses to follow. 

sor David Malkus. “When I started teaching statics, the books 
that were largely available were the same So why is statics such an important course 

“Of all the things I had done in my career, ones that I’d learned from when I was a __ for engineering students? 

my contribution to the finite element book _ student. I thought we could do better than 
was the thing I was most proud of,” Plesha _ that.” “It’s truly the fundamental course that people 

says. “A large collection of ideas gathered will use in the majors that are required to take 
in one spot, unified from start to finish. It’s Plesha started writing the statics book _ it, and for good reason. [It will also be used] 
one of the big things that motivated me to with Penn State professors Gary Gray and in their professional practice,” Plesha says. 
work on a statics book.” Francesco Costanzo nine years ago. “There “If you struggle in statics, you will struggle 

a
 

Se
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in the courses that follow. It’s important to ing the development of finite elements for market, maybe a co-op or internship might 
get off to a good start in the fundamentals.” nanotechnology. His research has also in- be a higher priority. I think that those are 

cluded the study of the behavioral particu- both great opportunities.” 
Plesha’s number one piece of advice for late media, which include, “sand, powders 
students taking the course? Practice extra and other particulate materials like con- Overall, Plesha encourages students to ex- 
problems. “Statics is a course where the crete, some types of ceramics and energetic _ perience as many things as possible during 
math is elementary,” he says. “The chal- materials like rocket fuel.” their undergraduate careers. “When I was 
lenge is taking real life problems and boil- younger there weren’t as many opportu- 
ing them down to something that is math- Some of the most interesting research Ple- _nities—or maybe those opportunities just 
ematically manageable. That’s as much an _ sha has performed in his career was the use _ weren’t as popular. I kind of went through 
art as it is a science, and it just takes prac- of fractal geometry to develop models for my education at breakneck speed. When I 
tice to cultivate that skill and ability.” contact and friction. “It was the most inter- was all done, I thought to myself, ‘I might 

esting because it required me to learn the have gotten more out of this if I had spent 
Plesha hasn’t limited his UW-Madison in- most new things. It was a small project, but more time,” he says. Plesha urges students 
volvement to the College of Engineering one that I really enjoyed.” to assess their own undergraduate careers 
campus. In fact, he spends a great deal of and decide what things are most important 
time working with the athletic department  Plesha also encourages students to get in- for them. 
and serving on a number of different com- volved with research. “We are a research 
mittees that advise the department. He isa university, and there are wonderful op- “If you see a course you want to take, go 
co-chair for the Finance, Facilities & Oper- portunities for students to be involved ahead and do that. If you need to change 
ations Committee, chair of the University with that,” he says. “If a student wants to major you should do that too. I encourage 
Ridge Committee, a member of the Equity, become involved with research, with allthe students to take their time and take advan- 
Diversity, and Student Diversion Commit- opportunities available, there ought to bea tage of all the opportunities. Life is not a 
tee and a member of the Personnel Com- chance to do that.” race. Have fun!” Wg 
mittee for Men’s Hockey. Plesha has served 
for six years on these committees and will Wondering if research is something you article by: Ellyn Underwood 
serve for two more before his term is com- should fit into your undergrad years here Phot hy byiJecsica Rabe 

plete. at Madison? Plesha says, “For someone who Ree rey ay eaereee a 
wants to go on to graduate school, to have 

Back at the College of Engineering, Plesha that research experience gives them an 
is involved in many important research edge or an advantage. A student who wants 
projects. Recently, he has been investigat- to get a bachelor’s degree and hit the job 
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Students on campus are no strangers to dodging construction 

cones or altering routes due to closed sidewalks and roads. Each 
semester new construction projects begin while others are fulfilled. 
Recently, campus has seen a surge of new and exciting projects that 

are altering the campus landscape in addition to class routes. One 

project noteworthy to many engineering students is the new South 
Campus Union. This building offers many exciting features from ‘i ey ‘ 
a rock climbing wall to a wide variety of dining options. On the Pigwick Papers, LLC- ce 
other side of campus, the recently completed Education Building U ow 
offers new amenities while preserving the historical characteristics ed 0 32/ Sud 

of the building. Another project, the Wisconsin Energy Institute is (608) 251-2936 (formerly Bob's Copy Shop - Randall Tower) 

a newer one that will provide a place for renewable energy research 1404 University Ave, A family owned and operated quick 
to be conducted. Here are some quick facts about these projects Madison, WI 53715, printer providing affordable high qualty digital 

on campus: reproduction for more than 30 years! 

Education Building Sh Ina new location with a new name! 

¢ Original building was built in 1900 gt 

« Project aimed to restore historical elements of the building ayy) s Bev Copies 
— a a Pement S * Color Copies 

and the reconfigure the building the serve the school’s mission YY eC ranenarencias 
¢ Project began in January 2009 and doors reopened on * Custom Color Calendars 

August 13, 2010 . a 
C ‘ UI 

¢ The project incorporated a variety of green technologies with Mon-Thus, 730-800), pas imes 

the hope of achieving Leadership in Energy and Environmental ae aes, * Manuals 
Design (LEED) gold certification * Reports 

* Theses 

+ Faxing Services 

Union South — oy omen 
¢ Will open on April 15, 2011 Come Visit Us | « 80oKiet Binding 
« 276,664 square feet, $94.8 million project : i cane eeols ‘Lamina 

ing- e O o + Large Format Printing and Laminating 
« The topping out ceremony occurred on June 11, 2010 On The Web (up to three feet widel) 

+ Design committee chose to pursue Leadership in Energy + Banners 

and Environment Design (LEED) certification and set silver + Business Cards 

level certification as the goal, but currently the project is at ar 

gold certification * CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 
www.bobscopyshop.com * and more. 

Wisconsin Energy Institute Pee ate ai eitret a peerere 1 mar at Mig Deere on eens 
+ This building will help to develop novel technologies to meet 1G lle’s Acti 1 

the pressing need to create renewable energy in a sustainable \ azene's Action I 

es , Apparel Company : 
« The building will also have space available to promote _ Fine Apparel for Dance, Yoga, & Fitness I 

renewable technologies ; ' 
Will be located at the site of the old University Health building : 212 W. Gorham : (608) 257-1600 i 
on University Avenue : JUST OFF STATE ; 

+ It will provide opportunities for work on the long term future : www.gazelleactivewear.com i 

of energy research ; ; 
Construction hoping to begi i ion i ; ' « Construction hoping egin Fall 2010 with completion in I 15% off with this coupony 

Fall 2012 s Expires 12/31/2010%%
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